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Abstract

Changes into the dynamic behavior of structures can be used within a vibration monitoring system

to assess the structural integrity. A number of examples of different structures equipped with vibra-

tion monitoring systems can be found. However, it is quite rare to find vibration monitoring system in

buildings. Thus, this paper aims to demonstrate that the wireless monitoring system developed by the

Research Group allows to identify successfully the modal parameters of in-service buildings and after-

wards, quantify the uncertainties associated to the identification process. The uncertainty quantification

is carried out using three different time-domain identification methods of operational modal analysis

considering different time records for the analysis. Moreover, the influence of environmental factors on

the modal estimates is preliminary studied.

1. INTRODUCTION

Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) is currently a powerful tool for Structural Health Monitoring
(SHM) of existing structures since their dynamic behavior can be identified with output-only measure-
ments. However, the modal parameters estimated from OMA require further analysis to be used within a
SHM system. These estimations allow tracking the structural degradation from time records. Thus, this
paper introduces a simple SHM system that can be applied to existing in-service structures in which pos-
sible structural changes may be expected. This system uses just one triaxial accelerometer to track the
structural natural frequencies. Previously, it requires the information of a full OMA to assess a correct
identification of the modal shapes. The full OMA can be carried out in just a few hours depending on
the structural complexity, and after that, the use of just one triaxial sensor makes the system cheap and
affordable to be used in large areas. This monitoring has been applied to a 16-floor residential building
in Madrid, Spain. The full OMA was carried out measuring in the stairway. Afterwards, one triaxial
accelerometer has been placed at the fifth floor, and continuos measures have been done for a period
of twenty months with some occasional interruptions. The data from this single sensor is remotely re-
trieved, processed and conveniently associated with the full OMA, thus tracking the fundamental natural
frequencies of the structure.

The use of modal parameters to monitor structural health requires to known the uncertainty fac-
tors and the relationships between them. The excitation level (mainly wind loading and ground-borne
vibrations) as well as the temperature variations might be important factors that may mask subtle dam-
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ages [1] [2]. Additionally, uncertainties due to the OMA technique employed for the modal parameter
extraction can be as important as those due to environmental agents [3] [4] [5] [6]. The initial objective
of this paper is to identify the modal properties of as-built buildings successfully. Once the perfor-
mance of the system is assessed, the following objectives are dealt with: 1) Uncertainties due to the
OMA software are quantified with three different software programs based on the Stochastic Subspace
Identification (SSI) technique. 2) Using the same SSI technique, the modal parameters are estimated
using different time windows. 3) Next, uncertainties due to environmental factors are preliminary stud-
ied correlating the estimations to a weather station records, 4) Finally, a numerical model to adjust the
statistical series to eliminate this effect is proposed improving the accuracy of the results in order to
establish limits to activate possible alarms according to their variation.

2. BUILDING DESCRIPTION AND DATA PROCESSING

The building shown in Figure 1 with private dwellings sited in Madrid is studied. It has 19 floors, two
of them, underground levels. The structure has a slenderness ratio of 2 and it consists of a reinforced
concrete beam-column frame with non-structural facade.

Figure 1 : Structure under study, residential building.

The Research group developed a wireless system [7] that was combined with high sensibility ac-
celerometers (10 V/g) to carry out the OMA. Therefore, the horizontal response of the structure is
processed and analyzed (with an initial sampling frequency of 1302.083 Hz). The raw data are filtered
using a Butterworth low-pass filter of order 4 with a cut-off frequency at 10 Hz. Besides, the raw data
are decimated with a decimation factor of 62 providing a final sampling frequency of 21 Hz; therefore,
the Nyquist frequency becomes 10.5 Hz. The vertical direction has been neglected in the analysis and
Figure 2 shows the Power Spectral Density (PSD) of X and Y directions of a triaxial sensor placed at
the same node (see Figure 1 for triaxial permanent sensor location). Figure 3 shows an example of the
spectrogram of x direction accelerometer using the short Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Interestingly, the



natural frequencies are clearly observed during the whole test for this near-to-abutment point. Basically,
the recorded signals are low-filtered and decimated prior to their use for the SSI technique.
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Figure 2 : Power Spectral Density. (red line) X and (blue line) Y direction.
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Figure 3 : Spectrogram using the short-time Fourier transform.

3. OPERATIONAL MODAL ANALYSIS

The uncertainties associated to the modal identification process for one test of 100 minutes recording
are analyzed herein. First, the whole record is analyzed using three different OMA techniques to limit
the accuracy error. Secondly, this serie is divided into five records of 20 minutes length and the same
OMA software is used to study the accuracy of just one single method as well as the influence of the
operational load on the results.



3.1 Using three SSI techniques

Three different OMA techniques based on the SSI [8] and programmed in MATLAB R© are used for the
same test. The techniques used are: covariance-driven SSI (SSI-cov), data-driven SSI (SSI-data) and
expectation maximization SSI (SSI-EM). The same criteria to define a pole of the stabilization diagram
as stable is used for the three identification techniques. The criteria to define a pole as stable has to fulfill
three requirements against estimates of the previous state space order: (i) the frequency must match
within 1% (relative), (ii) the damping ratio must match within 5% (absolute), and (iii) the mode shapes
must match within 95%, using the Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) for comparing. Additionally,
modes with identified damping ratios higher than 5% are also rejected. Then, the main differences when
comparing between techniques come from the techniques by itself as well as the criterion to choose the
final estimation from the stable poles.

The SSI-cov, programmed in MATLAB R©, selects the average values of the modal parameters for
each column (of stable aligned poles) with a minimum number of stable poles [9]. The SSI-data has
been applied using MACEC [10] in which a statistical analysis of the stable poles is used to choose final
results [11]. The SSI-EM is a combination of SSI and EM algorithm. Using a SSI as initial estimates, the
maximum likelihood estimation requires iterations when using the EM algorithm [12]. Figure 4 shows
the final selected poles for the three techniques and the averaged normalized power spectral density.
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Figure 4 : Selected poles: (- -) SSI-cov, (◦) SSI-data and (①) SSI-EM.

Table 1 shows the estimated natural frequencies and damping ratios using the three aforementioned
techniques. Table 2 shows a summary of the selected modes in all cases. The table shows the mean
values, the maximum relative error of the natural frequencies and the maximum absolute error of the
damping ratios. It is well known that the damping is estimated with greater variability than the natural
frequencies [13], so it is usually recommended to use absolute errors for damping estimates. The maxi-
mum errors obtained are 0.1994% and 15.53% for frequencies and damping ratios of the fourth modes
identified by the tree techniques simultaneously, respectively.

3.2 Using the same SSI technique

Five consecutive time windows of 20-minute data (see Figure 5) are considered to identify the modal
parameters using only the SSI-cov. These results are compared with those obtained using the full 100-



Table 1 : Natural frequencies and damping ratios identified by the three SSI techniques.

SSI-cov SSI-data SSI-EM

Mode f (Hz) ζ (%) f (Hz) ζ (%) f (Hz) ζ (%)

1 0.9994 0.7326 0.9989 0.7069 0.9979 0.6433

2 1.0746 0.8135 1.0749 0.7958 1.0733 0.8595

– 1.0896 0.7268 1.0897 0.6428 – –

3 3.2870 0.9976 3.2854 0.9920 3.2864 1.0270

– 3.3756 0.8196 – – – –

4 3.4615 1.1120 3.4596 0.9567 3.4665 1.0443

– 6.2151 0.5911 – – 6.2504 2.6126

– 6.5347 0.1831 – – 6.5640 2.3914

– 6.9386 0.7511 – – – –

Table 2 : Summary of identified modes and statistical comparison for the three techniques.

Frequency Damping

Mode Mean (Hz) Error (%) Mean (%) Error (%)

1 0.9987 0.1503 0.6943 8.9300

2 1.0743 0.1491 0.8229 6.3700

3 3.2863 0.0487 1.0055 3.5000

4 3.4625 0.1994 1.0377 15.5300

minute record. Table 3 shows the estimates obtained from the six data blocks in all cases. Using the
same criterion as in the previous case, modes with a MAC value greater than 95% are highlighted in
bold.

Figure 5 : Five consecutive windows of 20-minute.

Table 4 presents a summary of the selected modes in both cases. This table shows the mean values
for the 20-minute tests and the maximum errors compared with the results obtained with the full 100-
minute test. In this case, the maximum errors obtained are 0.6212% and 71.84% for frequencies and
damping ratios, respectively.



Table 3 : Natural frequencies and damping ratios identified by SSI-cov and different time blocks.

100 min. 1st 20 min. 2nd 20 min. 3rd 20 min. 4th 20 min. 5th 20 min.

Mode f (Hz) ζ (%) f (Hz) ζ (%) f (Hz) ζ (%) f (Hz) ζ (%) f (Hz) ζ (%) f (Hz) ζ (%)

1 0.9994 0.7326 1.0000 0.6247 0.9996 0.6900 0.9994 0.6746 0.9984 0.8445 0.9994 0.9198

2 1.0746 0.8135 1.0726 0.7715 1.0759 0.9151 1.0747 0.7131 1.0743 0.9067 1.0769 0.8136

3 1.0896 0.7268 1.0870 0.7732 1.0893 0.5069 1.0887 0.4225 1.0916 0.9169 1.0909 0.9559

4 3.2870 0.9976 3.2822 0.8734 3.2889 0.9017 3.2831 1.1929 3.2814 0.9301 3.2872 0.9392

5 3.3756 0.8196 3.3709 0.6769 3.3671 0.6965 3.3775 0.7458 3.3763 0.7002 3.3877 0.6333

6 3.4615 1.1120 3.4583 0.9445 3.4612 0.8616 3.4683 1.1599 3.4547 1.1611 3.4704 0.8519

– – – – – – – – – – – 3.5053 0.9421

– – – – – – – – – – – 6.0656 0.9884

7 6.2151 2.5044 6.2013 2.4840 6.2071 1.7860 6.2416 1.7955 6.1833 2.5205 6.2224 2.1980

– – – 6.3100 0.8307 – – – – – – – –

8 6.5347 1.7830 6.5130 1.7446 6.5483 1.4103 6.5371 1.9853 6.5145 1.8163 6.5664 1.7152

– 6.9386 0.5911 – – – – 6.9320 0.4097 – – – –

– – – 7.8260 2.0964 – – – – – – – –

Table 4 : Identified mode frequencies and statistical comparison for the 20-minute against 1-hour time blocks.

20 min. time windows

Frequency Damping Modal shape

Mode Mean (Hz) Error (%) Mean (%) Error (%) identification

1 0.9994 0.1001 0.7507 18.7200 First bending mode in yz

2 1.0749 0.2140 0.8240 10.1600 First bending mode in xz

3 1.0895 0.2386 0.7151 30.4300 First torsional mode z

4 3.2846 0.1704 0.9675 19.5300 Second bending mode in yz

5 3.3759 0.3585 0.6905 18.6300 Second torsional mode in z

6 3.4626 0.2571 0.9958 26.0100 Second bending mode in xz

7 6.2111 0.5117 2.1568 71.8400 Third bending mode in yz

8 6.5359 0.4851 1.7343 37.2700 Third bending mode in xz

Figure 6 shows two of the vibration modes identified for the structure. It can be seen that, at several
floor levels, there are some sensors placed out of the line of the central staircase in order to get the modal
torsional shapes more clearly identified. The first and fifth bending modes in plane xz has been plotted
to show a simple modal deformation and a more complex one.

4. CONTINUOUS DYNAMIC ANALYSIS AND TRACKING OF MODAL PROPERTIES

After the full OMA a high-sensitivity triaxial sensor for permanent monitoring has been placed in an
inner terrace inside a flat at the fifth floor, and a weather station on the top of the building (Figure 7).
Also a low-cost and less-sensitivity MEMs accelerometer was connected to the same acquisition system
in order to check its capability for OMA. The results obtained with it are not reliable enough to be
actually used, but it stills an interesting hardware solution that has to be developed more in order to
reduce monitoring cost. The total monitoring time was extended to nearly 800 days with some ocasional
interruptions.

At the beginning, four measurements of ten minutes each were carried out daily every six hours
starting at noon (solar time). After 460 days, a change was decided and acquisitions of ten minutes
every quarter of an hour were done. This has allowed to follow the temperature changes more closely



(a)

(b)

Figure 6 : Bending modes 1 (a) and 5 (b) in plane xz (global modes 2 and 9).

and to detect smaller changes in frequencies.

The full OMA was used to identify the main frequencies associated to this permanent sensor. The
first two frequencies were used to track the effect of external factors. The first one is the first bending
mode in yz direction while the second is the first bending mode in xz. Figure 8 shows these estimates
for the 800 days an the probability density function for the frequency estimations of first two bending
modes

5. EFFECTS OF EXTERNAL FACTORS

Initially, the temperature effects were not expected to be important, because the structure is completely
covered by the facade and the temperatures in the interior of the building does not vary very much



(a) Weather station. (b) DAQ and accelerometers.

Figure 7 : Continuous monitoring system.
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Figure 8 : Continuous monitoring results.

between summer and winter due to the use of heating and air conditioning respectively. However, the
accuracy reached with the three OMAs combined, and the increased daily measurements, has allowed
to identify this correlation.

A preliminary analysis of the influence of the ambient factors on modal properties has been carried
out for each mode separately. Mode 2 has larger variation and will be used te explain the process carried
out. Figure 9a and b show the time evolution of the frequency estimates for mode 2, in the left axis,
and temperature, in the right axis, during a month. Figure 9b shows the frequency estimates versus
temperature and the linear correlation fitted to these data

There were some gaps in the weather station records, that were fullfiled with a correlation, between
the station placed on top against the closest oficial weather station records. However, from this and other
experiences, it would be better to acquire weather data with the same acquisition system in order to have
records that directly match the same synchronization to improve the results.

It is observed that as temperature increases, the identified frequency also increases. Humidity
has also been considered as a predictor to influence the frequency results. No other evidences of the
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Figure 9 : Frequency estimates and temperature recorded.

correlation between the frequency estimates and other factors different have been found (such us wind
velocity, and operational values) [2]. Regarding damping ratios, no clear visual dependencies with any
external factor have been found.

The data is analyzed with the SPSS R© software using a linea combination of predictors (indpendent
variables) that can be non-linera variables obtained from measured magnitudes (such as temperature,
wind velocity an direction, acceleration level. etc.). That is, the statistical package allows to consider
many variables as predictors, as temperature (T ), humidity (H), wind velocity, etc, as well as nonlin-
ear expressions of them as: 1/T , T 2. During the analysis the correlation coefficients between these
variables, and the frequency variations are studied. The main conclusion is that temperature explains
the 43.5% of the total variation in frequency while humidity only adds 3.2% more. The effect of the
remainder variables on the correlations is negligible. The adjusted model is described by the following
equation:

f (x) = 0.00264 ·T +0.000133 ·H +1.050 with R2 = ∗∗∗∗∗ (1)

It stills a high variation that it is not explained. At this point, it seems that direct radiations and a
better temperature-frequency synchronization enhance the correlations.

Finally, Figure 10 shows a zoom of the identified frequencies for modes 1 and 2 some days before
and after a small earthquake of 3.4 degrees in Richter scale, registered 25 km away from the location of
the building. It is clear that no variation over the structural behavior can be assigned to this particular
event.

6. CONCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated that the wireless monitoring system developed by the Research Group can
be used to modal parameter identification of usuadl in-service buildings. Thus, this paper has focused
mainly on the uncertainties due to the estimation process (using different SSI techniques and different
data blocks), allowing to delimit the uncertainties associated to the mathematical process of the estima-
tion. This is an important point in order to establish the degree of confident of an updated model using
the modal parameters.

It has been considered the correlation of the modal estimation with the environmental factors which
may allow to remove their influence. This approach has allowed to reduce the uncertainty of the modal
estimates improving its capacity to be used as damage-sensitive features.
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Figure 10 : Frequency variation, after and before the seismic event (- -) of 23/02/2015, 17:20.

The next step is to increase the correlation of frequency estimation including other predictors such
as the direct radiation.
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